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ABSTRACT

1

Many performance characteristics of wireless devices are fundamentally influenced by their vendor-specific physical layer implementation. Yet, characterizing the physical layer behavior of wireless
devices usually requires complex testbeds with expensive equipment, making such behavior inaccessible and opaque to the end user.
In this work, we propose and implement a new testbed architecture for software-defined radio-based wireless device performance
benchmarking. The testbed is capable of accessing and measuring
physical layer protocol features of real wireless devices. The testbed
further allows tight control of timing events, at a microsecond time
granularity. Using the testbed, we measure the receiver sensitivity
and signal capture behavior of Wi-Fi devices from different vendors.
We identify marked differences in their performance, including a
variation of as much as 20 dB in their receiver sensitivity. We further
assess the response of the devices to truncated packets and show
that this procedure can be employed to fingerprint the devices.

With the explosion of wireless device adoption, the problems of WiFi channel congestion and resilience to interference are becoming
more acute than ever, especially in densely populated areas. New
Wi-Fi specifications such as 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) aim to mitigate this
problem by supporting existing as well as anticipated additional
unlicensed spectra (such as the new 3.5 GHz spectrum [25] and
the expanded 6 GHz spectrum [9]) to avoid congestion. However,
the large and growing number of legacy Wi-Fi devices means that
performance bottlenecks on the given spectrum cannot be avoided.
Hence, ensuring high performance despite channel congestion and
interference is essential.
Wi-Fi devices are commodity hardware on a product level. Yet,
subtle manufacturer-specific physical layer implementations can
result in substantial performance differences that are opaque to end
users. Benchmarking Wi-Fi performance and investigating behavior
resulting from complex real-world situations, such as hidden nodes,
currently require expensive physical setups in anechoic chambers
under high time synchronization constraints. Specialized test equipment vendors offer wireless device testing equipment consisting
of specialized hardware and software modules [15, 17, 23], which
have to be integrated by trained specialists to perform as intended,
and require considerable capital investment to procure.
To address this problem, we propose in this work a novel testbed
architecture for physical layer benchmarking that consists of a
simple setup made from cost-effective components. The key novelty of this architecture resides in emulating parts of the channel
environment (including interference from other users) within a
Software-Defined Radio (SDR)-based toolchain. The testbed reduces
the complexity and expense required to conduct high-precision
physical layer performance benchmarking, while leveraging the
precise time synchronization and parameter control within the SDR
to enable consistent and reproducible testing results.
We demonstrate the testbed capabilities by comparing the behavior and performance of Wi-Fi cards from four different manufacturers under precisely controlled physical layer testing conditions.
First, we show that the cards exhibit noticeable differences in their
receiver sensitivity (i.e., the lowest power level at which they can
detect and demodulate RF signals). Next, we subject the devices
to precisely time- and power-controlled collisions to assess their
response to perturbed signals, thus demonstrating their different
signal capture behavior. Finally, we show how device types can be
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fingerprinted based on chipset-specific implementations. In particular, our results indicate distinct device responses to truncated
(non-standard) packets that the testbed allows us to craft.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We propose an experimental testbed architecture for generating precisely timed traffic on the physical layer, subjecting
real network devices to reproducible test conditions. The
testbed can generate one or multiple packets at different
power levels, emulate wireless interference and signal collisions on SDR hardware, and transmit the resulting composite
signal to the device under test (DUT).
(2) We demonstrate key features of the experimental testbed by
measuring the devices’ sensitivity and packet loss rate under
different signal gains, and subjecting real Wi-Fi devices to
packet collisions with high-fidelity control of timing and
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) parameters.
(3) We show that it is possible to fingerprint different Wi-Fi
devices based on their distinct sensitivity curves and different
response to the capture effect and truncated packets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss related work. In Section 3, we describe our testbed architecture and our experimental setup. In Section 4, we discuss the
experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss
future work in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide an overview of previous work related
to wireless testbeds and benchmarking, as well as theoretical and
experimental analysis of the capture effect in Wi-Fi.

2.1

Benchmarking and Testbeds

Nychis et al. [16] propose an SDR-based platform that achieves
precise packet timing by pre-loading a packet from the host to the
FPGA and triggering its transmission based on the FPGA main clock
on the USRP instead of the host clock (general purpose processor).
Subsequent works aiming to satisfy the real-time requirements of
wireless protocols follow this “split functionality” approach as well
[2, 6], delegating the most real-time constrained functions within
the protocol to customized FPGA modules. These workarounds are
required to overcome processing, queuing, and bus transfer delays,
which can add up to hundreds of microseconds [24]. Our testbed
is significantly simpler, since it requires no FPGA modifications.
Moreover, overlapping frames are added in software so that their
offset is not affected by the host-radio hardware latency.
Park et al. [20] propose a wired testbed where signal of interest
and interferers are generated on separate USRPs which are combined with a power combiner. While that testbed uses a sync cable
to synchronize the two USRPs, our testbed generates both signals
on the same device and therefore the same clock, precluding any
frequency offset/drift errors.
In [11], Khorov et al. present a Wi-Fi testbed for investigating
the capture effect. The testbed generates two data streams on the
application layer, and processes them in parallel USRP transmission
chains before sending them out over two antennas, generating a
packet collision over-the-air. The offset between the frames is set
by assigning each frame a different number and duration of backoff
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slots. The two transmitters are synchronized with a common local
oscillator. However, our testbed only requires a single transmission
chain for multiple colliding packets, and does not require additional
synchronization mechanisms.
Our work differs from the related works in the following aspects.
First, we provide a cost effective (single USRP) experimental testbed
that allows fine control of transmission frame parameters such as
power, delay offset between frames, modulation, and frequency
channel. As such, we are able to intentionally generate precise collision scenarios of interest instead of relying on a large volume
of collision-producing traffic and subsequent filtering of suitable
collisions in post-processing [20]. Furthermore, our testbed can easily compare multiple Wi-Fi devices directly, and without requiring
calibration. This allows us to reveal differences in manufacturer
implementation of the physical layer. Although we showcase the
testbed with Wi-Fi devices, this methodology can be applied to
devices implementing other protocols. This opens the door for
device co-existence testing with multiple protocol stacks easily
implemented in GNU Radio, similar to Liu et al. [13].

2.2

Capture Effect

The capture effect describes a scenario in which a Wi-Fi receiver
receives multiple transmissions at once, and can properly decode
the stronger frame despite the signals overlapping. This effect is
highly time dependent. The physical layer (PHY) state machine in
802.11 starts by detecting a signal preamble, and – after successfully
receiving metadata on the demodulation type and decoding rate
of the signal – subsequently decoding the contained symbols into
received data. If a stronger signal arrives at just the right time,
it may supersede the existing signal on the receiver. Note that
overlapping signals can occur in several practical situations, for
instance if two nodes transmit (or re-transmit) packets at the same
back-off slot time [1] or in a hidden node scenario [21, 31, 32] when
two transmitting nodes cannot sense each other.
Traditional analytical models for IEEE 802.11 performance analysis do not take the capture effect into consideration. For instance,
Bianchi’s Markov chain model [1] and its refined models [10, 14,
22, 28] simply regard a packet collision as a packet loss. The work
in [7] analyzes the performance of multi-hop 802.11 networks, under a full capture model (i.e., the stronger signal always captures
the channel) and a limited capture model (i.e., the stronger signal
captures the channel only if it comes first). In our paper, we show
that none of the tested Wi-Fi devices behaves in full accordance
with either one of these models.
Other work, such as Chatzimisios et al. [4] and Daneshgaran
et al. [5], propose analytical models to calculate packet loss based
on the bit error rate (BER). However, those analytical results are
only verified in simulation environments and do not consider the
additional complexities arising from physical layer implementation
in real hardware.
Experimental studies on IEEE 802.11 networks consider the
physical layer behavior of Wi-Fi devices. Ware et al. [29] demonstrate that the channel is always captured by the packet having
the strongest SIR in hidden node scenarios. This capture behavior
can cause unfairness issues within Wi-Fi networks, despite the use
of request to send/ clear to send (RTS/CTS). However, the SIR is
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Figure 1: Testbed architecture. The SDR and the device under test (DUT) are placed in a shielded test enclosure and controlled
from dedicated hosts on the outside.
the only parameter studied in that work. In this paper, we consider additional parameter such as packet arrival time and different
chipsets.
The work by Ganu et al. [8] evaluates the capture effect using the
ORBIT indoor wireless testbed [19] in a scenario with no hidden
nodes. Their experimental results show that the capture effect significantly reduces throughput fairness: When two stations transmit
packets to the same receiver, the transmitter with weaker received
signal strength indication (RSSI) has higher packet loss probability and longer backoff delays, resulting in negative impact on its
throughput. However, they do not test the capture effect in a hidden
node scenario. In this paper, we evaluate the capture effect in situations when the transmitters could be hidden nodes with respect
to each other (i.e., there is a significant delay between the starts of
overlapping frames). Furthermore, we do not require an expensive
and complex setup to generate precisely timed signal collisions.
Lee et al. [12] design a testbed based on Atheros Wi-Fi cards and
carry out a measurement study on the capture effect with hidden
node scenario in IEEE 802.11a networks. They reveal the conditions
under which the capture effect takes place, such as packet arrival
timing, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), and bit rate. Furthermore,
they show that the the packet preamble is more vulnerable to interference than the payload. However, this testbed consists of several
independent Wi-Fi nodes, acting as sender, interferer, receiver, and
sniffers. As a result, time synchronization between the nodes drifts
over time, and other parameters like SIR cannot be precisely controlled. Our testbed allows for full control over all relevant parameters while requiring fewer devices and no complex topology and
device manipulation in order to obtain precise results.
Finally, all aforementioned papers except [11] focus on evaluating the behavior of a single type of Wi-Fi card (chipset). In contrast,
we compare the behaviors of multiple cards and show that they
vary significantly.

3 TESTBED AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
3.1 Testbed
The proposed testbed emulates one or multiple transmission signals
on a single host and sends the resulting signal with a USRP to real
wireless devices, where reception statistics are collected. Thus, the
testbed allows us to emulate physical layer signal collisions and

allows fine-grained control of the parameters of the transmitting
frames and of the channel, such as gain (attenuation), offset between
frames, modulation, and channel frequency.
3.1.1 Hardware. The hardware setup of the testbed involves a
transmitting host and a receiving host, and can be set up on a
simple lab desk (see Figure 1(a)), whereas other wireless testbeds
such as the ORBIT require extremely complex hardware configurations [18].
As shown in Figure 1(b), the transmitter consists of an Ettus USRP
B200 SDR board connected to a host PC1 via USB, and the receiver
consists of a separate host PC configured with the appropriate USBor PCIe-based network card (i.e., the device under test (DUT)). We
use a RF cable to connect the USRP to the DUT. The cable has
configurable attenuation to emulate signal loss on the transmission
path. The SDR and the DUT are placed in a shielded enclosure to
eliminate other interference sources.
3.1.2 Software. The software stack of our testbed consists of GNU
Radio for signal generation, and the packet analyzer tcpdump [26]
for collecting receiver data. On the transmitter side, we periodically generate Wi-Fi packets, using the gr-ieee802-11 library [3].
We emulate channel environment characteristics, such as relative
signal strength, packet collision, and interference, directly on the
transmitting host.
As shown in Figure 1(c), complex samples of signal and interference packets are summed up before transmission. Their transmission power gain as well as their delay relative to each other can
be precisely controlled since they are both generated and added
together on a symbol-level in software on the host (i.e., in GNU
Radio) and transmitted with a single USRP. This setup ensures time
synchronization in a much more straightforward way compared
to setups with multiple physical transmitters. The two competing
packets (signal of interest and interferer) are sent out with different
MAC addresses to allow for easy packet statistics collection on the
receiver side.
On the receiver side, a Wi-Fi card under test is connected to a
separate host PC to receive Wi-Fi packets from the USRP. The card
is set to monitor mode and data is collected via tcpdump. We then
1 Dell

Precision Tower 5810 XCTO Base (CPU: Intel Xeon Processor E5-1607 v3 3.10
GHz × 4, RAM: 15.6 GB).
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Table 1: Tested Wi-Fi cards.
Make
Atheros
TP-Link
Panda Wireless
AmazonBasics

Model
AR5B22
TL-WN722N N150
PAU06 300Mbps N
Wi-Fi 11N USB Adapter - 300 Mbps

count the number of received signal packets and compare it to the
number of packets transmitted to obtain the packet loss statistics
under each configuration.

Interface
Mini PCIe
USB
USB
USB

Protocols
a/b/g/n
b/g/n
b/g/n
b/g/n

Preamble
Short Training Field Long Training Field SIGNAL (rate + length) Data (MAC frame)
2 symbols
N symbols
1 symbols
2 symbols
8 us

3.2

Experimental Setup

We next describe the experiments performed using the testbed, including experimental setup, parameters, and performance metrics.
3.2.1 Devices under Test (DUTs). Our objective is to benchmark WiFi cards with USB and PCIe-based interfaces, as shown in Table 1.
All tested devices are popular, commodity devices using different
Wi-Fi chipsets.
3.2.2 Parameters. The experiments take advantage of the high
degree of parameter control that the testbed offers. In particular,
we control the following parameters:
Delay offset (∆t), defined as the difference between the start
time of the signal packet and the start time of the interference packet. Note that if the signal packet starts before
the interference packet, the delay offset is negative. In the
experiments, the delay offset is varied in steps of 1 𝜇s.
Signal and interference gains, which can be controlled directly within the transmission flowgraph.
Signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), which is the ratio of the
strength of the signal packet to the strength of the interference packet in dB. Precise control of the SIR allows for
reproducibility in experiments related to packet collisions.
3.2.3 Signal Gain and SIR. In order to achieve desired signal and
interference gains and SIR, we adjust the amplitudes of the signal
and interferer samples before they are summed up in GNU Radio.
Specifically, a wireless signal s can be represented as a sequence
of discrete complex samples, with the nth sample denoted by s[n].
We denote the transmission power gain of signal s by G s . The
(normalized) power of signal s is
Ps (G s ) =

N −1
1 Õ
|G s s[n]| 2 .
N n=0

(1)

The parameter G s allows us to control the gain of the signal. Therefore, converting to dB units, we have
Ps (G s ) (dB)

=

20 log10 (G s ) + PUSRP,

(2)

with the first term in the right hand side representing the signal gain
(in dB), and the second term representing the transmission power
offset of the USRP. We stress that the signal gain G s is a relative
quantity that is not calibrated to a specific output transmission
power (i.e., one needs to estimate PUSRP if one wishes to know the
actual transmission power Ps ).

Chipset
Atheros AR9462
Atheros AR9271
Ralink RT5372
Realtek RTL8192EU

8 us

4 us

N * 4 us

Figure 2: IEEE 802.11a/g packet format.

Note that Equation (2) is only applicable in the linear region
of the transmitter’s RF power amplifier. A too large value for G s
will eventually saturate the output power Ps to its maximum rated
output power. Conversely, a too low value for G s will flatten the
output power at the noise floor.
Next, if we consider a desired signal s and interference signal i,
we can express the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) as
SIR

=

Ps − Pi

=

20 log10 (

Gs
),
Gi

(3)

where Pi is the interference power and G i is the interference gain.
In this paper, we use Equation (3) to calculate the SIR (e.g., setting
G s = 1.0 and G i = 0.1 results in a SIR of −20 dB). G s and G i
are chosen within the linear region of the transmitter’s RF power
amplifier where Equation (2) holds.
3.2.4 Experiments. In the experiments conducted in this paper, the
signal packets consist of 200 byte-long IEEE 802.11g packets transmitted at 6 Mbit/s. The generated packets have payload containing
random contents. The results are averaged over a larger number of
packets (e.g., 100 or 1000).
Each packet contains both a preamble and a data payload (see
Figure 2). Therefore, the duration of each packet is 328 𝜇s, whereby
the duration of the preamble is always 20 𝜇s and the duration of the
data is 308 𝜇s. The preamble consists of a 2-symbol (or 8 𝜇s) short
training field. The following long training field (of the same length)
is used for channel estimation, fine frequency offset estimation, and
fine symbol timing offset estimation [27]. Finally, the third part of
the packet preamble (the SIGNAL field) lasts 4 𝜇s and encodes the
packet length and bit rate.
Using this configuration, we conduct the following experiments
and measure the corresponding packet loss statistics:
(1) Receiver sensitivity experiments measure and compare
how devices react to different transmission power levels. We
increase the signal gain G s from −80 dB to 0 dB in steps
of 4 dB. At each step, we transmit 1000 packets and record
packet loss statistics. The RF cable has a 60 dB attenuation to
protect the DUT. In this experiment, no interference packet
is added.
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Figure 3: Packet transmissions for the capture effect.

(2) Capture effect experiments investigate packet loss during
packet transmissions, as illustrated in Figure 3. Each experiment generates two packets: one packet defined as the
signal packet and another packet defined as the interference
packet. We craft precisely-timed packet collisions and measure whether the DUT experiences the capture effect, i.e.,
captures the signal packet despite the presence of an interference packet. We subject the DUTs to a range of colliding
transmissions, varying ∆t in increments of 1 𝜇s. We transmit
1000 packets for each setting and record packet loss statistics.
We further distinguish between the following three cases:
(a) Preamble capture effect: The signal packet starts before or
during the preamble of the interference packet.
(b) Body capture effect: The signal packet starts during the
frame (body) of the interference packet.
(c) Trailer capture effect: The signal packet starts near the end
of the interference packet.
Note that all the packet reception statistics reported in this
paper pertain to signal packets. Interference packets are only
used for emulating collisions.
(3) Truncated Packet Fingerprinting experiments aim to characterize different devices based on their behavior in the presence of a specially crafted collision. We create an interference
packet that contains a preamble, but no data afterwards. This
truncated packet collides with a regular signal packet. We
investigate how long it takes for a device to recover from
such a bogus packet, i.e., at what time after the end of bogus packet can a valid packet be received again. We vary
the delay offset from −5 𝜇s to 335 𝜇s to capture packet loss
statistics across the full length of a signal packet.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we detail the results of our of experiments for each
of the four DUTs listed in Table 1.

4.1

Receiver Sensitivity

In our first experiment, we evaluate DUT performance in terms of
their receiver sensitivity. Specifically, we measure the packet loss
ratio as a function of the transmission power gain G s .
Subjecting all DUTs to test packets with varying signal gain G s ,
we obtain the results shown in Figure 4. We can clearly identify
and distinguish the receiver sensitivity of different devices with
great precision (the 95% confidence interval based on 1000 samples
is tight (±0.47% around the mean), as indicated by the barely visible
colored bands around the chart lines.
Interestingly, the devices exhibit markedly different sensitivity.
In particular, the Atheros and TP-Link cards first start picking up
packets at −60 dB and −56 dB, respectively, whereas the Panda card

Packet loss (%)

Preamble
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Figure 4: Receiver sensitivity of different Wi-Fi cards depending on the transmission power gain G s .

only starts picking up packets at −36 dB. Being able to distinguish
these differences in receiver sensitivity allows us to compare devices regarding their performance in weak signal scenarios, such
as strong attenuation occurring in densely developed areas.
We also note that in the range between −28 dB and 0 dB, packets
are reliably picked up by all of the devices. In subsequent experiments involving packet collision, we use signal gains in this range,
as we need to ensure that packets would have been received correctly if they were transmitted without overlap.

4.2

Capture Effect

We then apply our testbed to investigate the capture effect occurrence in different Wi-Fi devices. Successful capture in the presence
of interference depends on different parameters, such as the SIR,
and the delay offset ∆t.
4.2.1 SIR. We first determine the power and delay conditions under which the capture effect occurs. We vary the SIR from 0 dB to
36 dB by fixing G s = 0 dB and varying the interfering signal gain
from 0 dB to −36 dB in steps of 4 dB. We also vary the delay offset
from −1 𝜇s ≤ ∆t ≤ 10 𝜇s. For each configuration, we generate 100
packets and measure the packet loss of signal packets. Note that
we reduce the number of packets for this experiment due to the
high number of different SIR and delay offset combinations examined, this after confirming that the confidence intervals remain
acceptable: We indeed observe an average 95%-confidence interval
of ±1.3% around the mean across all measurements.
Figure 5 shows the packet loss of signal packets at different SIRs
and ∆t. This graph shows bright spots for all parameter configurations with reliable reception (low packet loss) of the signal packet
and darker spots wherever the packet loss is high.
In Figure 5, we observe that the devices behave quite differently,
i.e., they experience the capture effect within different boundary
conditions. For example, the TP-Link manages to receive the signal
packet only if the SIR is above 4 dB, but, independently of the SIR,
only up to a delay of 3 𝜇s. In contrast, the Panda Wireless device
requires a higher SIR for successful reception, but is capable of
receiving the signal up to 8 𝜇s after the interference packet, while
showing a greater variance in its behavior overall.
In general, the data shows that the capture effect requires a
certain minimum SIR and gives reason to assume that after a certain
∆t, the capture effect does not occur any more – independent of the
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(c) Panda Wireless PAU06
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Figure 5: Impact of SIR and packet delay on the capture effect in different Wi-Fi cards. Darker shade means higher packet loss.
SIR. This may be due to the receiver already locking on to a signal
during the preamble, based in individual vendor implementation.
The Atheros AR5B22 card is an exception to this observation. In
Figure 5(a), we observe that the Atheros card stops capturing new
packets – independent of the chosen SIR – at 4 𝜇s, but then resumes
capture above a certain SIR threshold. To confirm this finding, we
conduct further related experiments in Section 4.2.2.

100
75
50

Atheros
TP-Link
Panda
AmazonBasics

25
0

5

0

5
10
Delay offset t ( s)

15

4.3

20

(a) Packet loss ratio at the beginning of an interference packet.

Truncated Packet Fingerprinting

Wi-Fi devices implement the physical layer as a state machine, i.e.,
the receiver has one state to detect the packet preamble and another
2 This

confirms a recent finding by Khorov et al. [11], who identified the body capture
effect in the similar, but not identical, AR9485.

Packet loss ratio (%)

Packet loss ratio (%)

4.2.2 Delay Offset. The previous experiments showed that after
a certain delay offset, the capture effect does no longer occur in
several of the devices. We investigate whether this result remains
consistent throughout the whole range of possible delay offsets, i.e.,
for all possible overlaps between interference and signal packets.
In the following, we fix the signal gain G s = 1.0 and G i = 0.1,
such that SIR = 20 dB. At these settings, both packets would be reliably received if they were sent without overlap. We vary the delay
offset ∆t and transmit 1000 packets for each configuration, collecting packet loss statistics at the receiver. This time, the range of ∆t
values considered exceeds the length of a single packet transmission (328us). The goal is to find out whether signal capture behavior
occurs when a signal packet starts right after an interference packet.
Figure 6(a) shows the capture effect of different cards for low
∆t. We observe that each tested device has a characteristic capture
behavior, and transitions to 100% packet loss after a certain delay
offset. This result indicates that the capture effect occurs only if the
delay offset is small, and implies that the receiver locks on to the
packet after it receives the first few bits of a packet. Then, receivers
typically cannot detect another packet until the packet transmission

ends. This result shows that the delay offset plays a critical role in
the packet loss of the signal packets.
Indeed, this behavior remains consistent until the end of the
interference packet. However, as shown in Figure 6(b), we can
observe that devices again behave differently after receiving an
incoming packet. Some devices exhibit the capture effect shortly
before the interference packet ends (at 328 𝜇s), while others cannot
immediately switch to receive the signal packet after the end of the
interference packet. We believe this is again due to different physical
layer implementations of the standard in the various chipsets.
Coming back to the Atheros AR9642 chipset, we run additional
tests on the Atheros AR5B22 card only, varying the SIR from between 16, 24, and 32 dB SIR, and testing the whole range of ∆t from
the beginning of the interferer preamble at ∆t = 0 𝜇s until the end
of the packet (at ∆t = 328 𝜇s) in steps of 5 𝜇s. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 7, capture is possible not only during the whole length of
the preamble, but along the full length of the interference packet,
if the SIR is strong enough. In other words, the Atheros AR9462
chipset seems to implement body capture above a certain SIR2 . We
note that this behavior can be found in the Atheros AR9462 chipset,
but not in the AR9271 chipset of the TP-Link device that we tested.

100
75
50
25
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Atheros
TP-Link
Panda
AmazonBasics

322

324
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328
330
Delay offset t ( s)
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Figure 6: Packet loss depending on the signal delay offset ∆t relative to the beginning of an interference packet at 20 dB SIR.
Figure (a) shows packet loss at low ∆t, and Figure (b) around the end of the interference packet. Yellow and orange background
indicates collision with the preamble and payload of the interference packet, respectively.
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Figure 7: The Atheros AR9462 chipset captures new packets
even while it is already receiving a packet body, if the SIR is
sufficiently high. The graph shows packet loss for different
packet delay offsets and SIR.

state to receive the packet frame [30]. We next investigate whether
different devices implement such state machines in different ways
by examining their response to certain crafted signals.
The experiment setup is the same as in Section 4.2.2, except
that the interference is not a valid Wi-Fi packet this time. Instead,
we only transmit a preamble and truncate the packet data (MAC
frame). Generally, if the signal packet arrives after the end of the
interference preamble (without a frame) and experiences loss, such
packet loss is not caused by a collision (as there is no data to collide
with). Instead, the reason for the packet loss is that the receiver is
in a state that does not allow it to capture a new packet.
Figure 8 depicts the results of this experiment. When ∆t ≤ 20 𝜇s,
the interference packet collides with the preamble of the truncated
packet. The packet loss ratio jumps to 100% after a few microseconds
delay offset, in the same chipset-specific way that we observed in
the capture effect experiment. This shows that the truncated packet
colliding with the preamble of the signal packet results in the same
capture behavior as described in the previous section.
Once ∆t exceeds 20 𝜇s, the delay offset is such that the signal
preamble would collide with the data field of the interference packet.
However, since the truncated interference packets have no data
field, there is no data to collide with. Interestingly, the behavior
of the DUTs in this scenario varies considerably: Whereas after 30
to 50 microseconds the TP-Link and AmazonBasics cards recover
to a state in which they can capture new packets, the Atheros
card experiences about 50% packet loss for the whole duration of
the non-existent interference packet’s data, and the Panda card
experiences near total packet loss until the nominal end of the
expected packet duration. This demonstrates that the tested cards
have widely different state machine implementations, especially
regarding the transition from the state of packet preamble detection
to the state of packet reception and back.
Probing devices with such specially crafted signals allows for
physical layer fingerprinting of the devices based on their chipset
implementation. Such way of fingerprinting could be used, for instance, as an additional factor in authentication scenarios in which
the physical device identity is critical, confirming or rejecting that
communication is coming from the desired device without alerting
the application layer.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an SDR-based testbed that achieves precise
parameter control suitable for wireless device testing. We use the
testbed to evaluate a range of Wi-Fi cards regarding different performance aspects. In particular, the receiver sensitivity of the cards
varies by as much as 20 dB. We also investigate the capture effect
on IEEE 802.11 networks by designing experiments that allow us to
capture differences emerging on the scale of microseconds. Thanks
to the precise parameter control made possible by the testbed, we
provide quantitative analysis on the impact of packet arrival time,
SIR and manufacturer-specific implementation on the occurrence
of the capture effect. Notably, among the four different Wi-Fi cards
tested, capture of the preamble varies by as much as 7 𝜇s in terms
of the delay offset. The experiments further show that some Wi-Fi
cards exhibit body capture effects while others do not, thus crossvalidating findings from [11].
Our work shows that it is valuable to compare multiple cards
at high temporal resolution, because manufacturers differently implement physical layer features that are not precisely defined in
the standard. Thus, one should not assume that implementation
characteristics of a specific Wi-Fi card are generally applicable to all
Wi-Fi cards. This finding is especially important when developing
analytical and simulation models of Wi-Fi networks.
Another interesting finding is that two of the tested Wi-Fi chipsets
appear to return to the preamble detection state earlier than the
standard defines. This specific feature may potentially have performance benefits in congested networks, allowing them to detect
PHY preambles more aggressively.
The experimental results of this paper can further serve to fingerprint the tested devices, especially based on their physical layer
responses to truncated interference packets. Since these responses
are hardwired into the chipset, the fingerprints may be of interest
both as an additional authentication factor, as well as for covert device tracking devices (circumventing higher layer anonymization).
Much additional work can be performed based on the testbed
proposed in this paper, as it provides a flexible platform for any kind
of wireless experimentation and is not limited to a specific communication protocol. For instance, one could investigate fingerprinting
groups of similar devices as compared to fingerprinting individual
devices from separate vendors, as done in this work. Aside from
further expansion on performance characterization of Wi-Fi cards
(including different 802.11 variants), one could expand the scope
of this work to investigate low-layer performance, privacy, and
security characteristics of other popular wireless protocols, such as
Bluetooth. Future work could also involve expanding the testbed to
bidirectional communication testing, which opens up a new range
of methods, e.g., fingerprinting based on response delays.
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